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With The PURCHASE Of This Book YOU Are Helping Build HOMES For The Extreme POOR In

NICARAGUA 1 Book = 1 Board  When is the last time you took care of yourself  first? When is the 

last time you made time for getting healthy and fit  and put it into your busy schedule? GO FROM

Hating Fitness to LOVING It...It doesn't matter  what size you are right now  or how  healthy  or 

unhealthy  you are! This is for  Everyone  over 50!It doesn't matter what your Occupation is or  how

Busy You are  this will fit Easily into any schedule. Up to 30 minutes a day is all it takes and it Does

Not have to be all at once either!  Fit it in whenever YOU can . And it  isn't going to cost you a

fortune  in exercise equipment or going to the gym either! And its  Fun  and  Motivating  especially

for those of us over 50!Sandy's own personal life experiences will take you through  tips  and  easy

workouts  that have worked for her and  Will work for YOU  too! Take your tips and workouts with

you wherever you go, she will show you how they can be done anywhere!! New fun ways to

exercise that you would never have even thought of!! Try It For Yourself NOW...You will be given:1.

A Fitness Plan  to get you started.2. A Daily schedule  to help you stick to your goals.3. A New

Lifestyle  that will instantly Motivate and keep you going.These  easy fun Tips  and  Workouts  will

easily fit into your busy life! You will  Look and  Feel  so much better!  GET READY TO GET

MOTIVATED!!! Start today to take care of you and the life you deserve. Take Action Now...and start

living the life you were meant to live!
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This book offers so many helpful tips from when in the day to exercise to numerous different

exercises that are easy to implement. By following the 7 day workout plan, you WILL feel so much

better and have more energy at the end of the week.There's no need to be a gym buff to be healthy

and have a great figure. This book isn't just for women over 50, but if you begin implementing the

strategies in this book at a young age, then by the time you're 50, you'll already be fit with a great

figure!

This book is special for me because it provided something for me and my mom to do together. Both

of us don't prefer going to the gym , but we like exercising, and Sandy Schultz's book caters exactly

to that. The author's experience and her word cuts through everything redundant, and clearly

outlines what prevents us from getting into a fitness routine. I loved how the key words are in caps

so that is no way you're gonna miss 'em!There is a tender yet firm personal touch to this book

through Sandy's own story. And from there she skillfully guides the reader into developing a lifestyle

of fitness. And yes, there is a clear distinction here between fitness and workout. Her tips are

backed by research too! I enjoyed the getting started section, where the first step is to clear out

everything from the house that does not support a fitness lifestyle. So simple, so easy!The 7-day

challenge is something my mom swears by. The exercises are simple and effective. I just wish there

were illustrations. The diet plan completes the approach of this book. The motivating language and

the author's belief in the reader really shines through and makes a huge difference.

In the beginning, Sandy lists the five reasons we don't exercise: work, kids, spouse, friends,

distractions. Then, she smacks us with the simple truth--get off your duff, quit being lazy, quit

making excuses, and quit expecting instant results. Take consistent action and you can eventually

get the body you want. Sandy then tells us exactly what to do, how to do it, and what days to do it.

She is so thorough that I would say you don't even need a trainer, nor do you need a gym for that

matter. You just need motivation. So practice the "Let's Get Started" list in chapter 3, follow her

7-day challenge, and repeat these activities for a month. You'll be fit. You can be fit. Take action



now!

I loved this book for its no nonsense approach to fitness. I wish there were illustrations of the

exercises but the author described them quite well. Her seven-day plan was great because the

exercises were regimented in such a way that, upper body vs lower body, cardio, yoga, and

stretches are completely laid out. If we accept this style of eating in which Ms Schultz describes:

organic butter, coconut oil, no gluten, and no sugar, then we are bound to be healthier. With her

health history as an overweight child, she is living proof now for years that this system works.

Hooray and well done!! I will buy this book for my group of friends to work on our fitness program

together! Buy this book!

I'm so proud of you Sister Sandy, and the awesome job you did in writing this book! Thanks for

sharing all your personal advice in this book, to the world, as you are living proof "SANDY", that it

does truly work!! And sweet potatoes do rock!!There are millions of us "baby boomers" out there,

and as we gracefully age our bodies will slow down, it's a known fact. We will have to adjust and

make changes with our diets and exercise to maintain our health.Modern technology has also

changed our world into a far more sedative lifestyle. Many of us 50 plus, are in college, or new

college graduates, seeking jobs in the health care field, most with computer sit-down work. It's

crucial that we make changes in our diets and get our exercise like you stated Sandy, and stick with

it, or we won't be around to enjoy the benefits!Thank-you again Sandy!!

This review is only for the Kindle version of the book. I have not seen the print version. I think the

exercises in the book would be very useful, but there are no images or photos in the Kindle version.

Detailed descriptions - yes. Pictures - no. That doesn't help me at all. There are repeated warnings

to use proper form. I don't know how someone knows what proper form is without seeing it. Written

descriptions of exercises are useless. For me, this version of the book was a waste of money.

This is a terrific book. I gave it to my mother, but I also use it myself to stay fit. Why? because it

makes sense ... and the 7-day challenge is clear and straight forward, no fluff or nonsense, just

simple, healthy exercises that anyone can do ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ without expensive machinery like

treadmills and stationary bikes.! Also, the author, Sandy Shultz, offers lots of common sense tips.

The ones that grabbed me the most were: 1. Get up a half-hour early every morning to do a

30-minute workout (not difficult) and 2. Eat well 80% of the time (we're going to mess up, but if we



eat well 80% of the time, we'll be fine). The hook that got my mother to read the book: She'd get

twice the energy if she got fit!

This book is AMAZING! Super easy to read and it's absolutely not only for those who are over 50.

Sandy put together a detailed 7-day exercising program with exact what to do. The best part is that

you can do it anywhere. In addition, the book offers extensive tips regarding staying healthy such as

cooking with coconut oil. The most eye-opening part is that there are all sorts of exercises that you

can do when you are cooking, driving, working at your computer, or even blow drying your hair!! Did

you know that? This book tells you how!
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